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Abstract Africa is a latecomer to the Social Indicators Movement. The first social indi-
cators for Third World countries were developed by outsiders and covered almost exclu-
sively topics related to basic needs and development. In response to Kenneth Land's and 
Alex Michalos' historical assessment and their agenda for future 'social indicators/quality 
of life/well-being' research, the commentary traces how South Africa and sub-Saharan 
countries-with a little help from many friends who are pioneers in the movement-have 
succeeded in developing their own home-grown social indicators movement. Addressing 
some of the themes outlined in the agenda that Land and Michalos set for future research, 
the commentary discusses the importance of monitoring social change occurring in African 
society in a 'post-industrialized and much more globalized, and digitized-computerized-
roboticized' era: How will new values and nom1s impact on the quality of life of future 
generations of African people? 
Keywords Social indicators movement · Quality of life · Sub-Saharan Africa · 
Globalization · Development 
1 Introduction 
In their paper celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of the Social Indicators Movement, 
Kenneth Land and Alex Michalos (this issue) have traced the origins of the movement and 
charted its progress over half a century. This is a remarkable story of endeavour with a 
Alluding to the repons on the social indicators movement by Andrews et al. (1989) and Ferriss (1989). 
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large cast of characters, all of whom have played important roles in the movement 's 
development. The authors themselves are among the pioneers of the movement, and thus 
well placed not only to assess its achievements but also to propose the future agenda for 
social indicators research. Their state-of-the-art account of the social indicators movement 
updates and expands on earlier ones (e.g. Andrews et al. 1989; Yogell994; Land 1996). lt 
is a perfect introduction to the field that every novice social indicator researcher will want 
to read. 
1.1 Looking Back 
My own first encounter with social indicators as a rookie social researcher occurred shortly 
after I first arrived in South Mrica in the late 1970s. My mentor, Lawrence Schlemmer, 
introduced me to the classic works by Andrews and Withey (1976, 'Social Indicators of 
Well-Being') and by Campbell, Converse and Rodgers (1976, 'The Quality of American 
Life') shortly after they were published in 1976. These works inspired our attempt to 
measure South African quality of life and its discontents using the bottom-up approach 
(M!<'lller and Schlemmer 1983).1 
My second encounter was when I visited Wolfgang Glatzer at his university in 
Frankfurt, Germany, and he presented me with a set of offprints of the papers from the 
Symposium on 'Whatever Happened to Social Indicators?' convened by Andrews (1989). 
Glatzer's contribution to the symposium reported on the seminal work he and his col-
leagues had undertaken to develop social indicators for the German social report (Glatzer 
and Noll 1989; Weymann 2013). Reading through the set of papers in the collection, I 
recall being impressed by the frank and engaging discussion of the state of social indicators 
by the group of pioneers Andrews had assembled at his symposium. In particular, I found 
the somewhat irreverent titles given to papers in the collection intriguing. My favourites 
were Andrews' 'Whatever Happened to Social Indicators?' (Andrews et al. 1989), and 
Ferriss's (1989) repartee: 'Whatever Happened, Indeed!' As Land and Michalos note in 
their assessment, Andrews' disappointment with the stagnation of the movement in the 
1980s was unfounded; his symposium revealed that major work was underway in both the 
Americas and Europe. 
2 Third World Involvement in the Social Indicators Movement by Proxy 
What about the rest of the world? As a researcher based on the southern tip of Africa and a 
bit-player in the social indicators movement, 1 find the Land and Michalos account of the 
worldwide spread of the movement fascinating. And I wonder what African researchers' 
role might be in fulfilling the agenda that they propose for the future of social indicators in 
an 'increasingly digitized-computerized-roboticized world', where even people living in 
remote regions on the planet may have access to mobile phones and social media. 
As Land and Michalos note, umbrella concepts such as level of living, sustainable 
development, and the Human Development Index inspired by Amartya Sen's concept of 
capabilities, often serve as proxies for quality of life. This is particularly evident in Third 
World countries. In the past decade, the United Nations' Millennium Development Goals, 
and now the new Sustainable Development Goals, serve as a blueprint for action to 
enhance quality of life in African countries. Returning to Frank Andrews' Symposium in 
1 See my tribute to the late Lawrence Schlemmer (1936-2011) (M!'Iller 2013). 
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the late 1980s, the single contribution on social indicators for Third World countries was 
presented by a representative of the World Bank, the only institution at the time that 
regularly reported on social conditions in all countries of the world (Ward 1989). It may be 
telling that the diverse themes addressed in annual World Bank World Development 
Reports in the 2010s continue to focus on the broader goal of poverty reduction in 
developing countries. 
The proliferation of the development of composite social indicators to measure social 
progress, which occurred in the 1990s, began a new trend according to Land and Michalos. 
A trend that has not overlooked Third World countries. In the 2010s, African countries are 
regularly included in the rank order of such composite social indicators. Land and 
Michalos wryly note that one of the future tasks for social indicators researchers will be to 
weed out the least powerful of these indices. Recently, Morse (2016) hac; approached the 
pruning task by assigning a success rating to composite social indicators in terms of 
reporting in the global press. Noteworthy from an African and Third World perspective, 
Morse found that the Corruption Index was among the top three out of 24 sustainable 
development indices reported in newspapers worldwide up until2012. Corruption is known 
to be an everyday reality for many citizens in African countries, and a factor that deters 
foreign investment needed to grow the region's economy. 
3 What's in a Name: The 'Social Indicators/Quality Of Life/Well-Being' 
Movement 
A significant achievement, according to Land and Michalos, is that the social indicators 
movement has gained greater recognition over the years. They note that the movement's 
popular appeal gained momentum in the new millennium. Today, the movement is a broad 
church that supports a number of scientific journals and professional organizations, and 
includes not only researchers from many disciplines, but also practitioners and policy 
makers as users of social indicators and social reports. lf Duncan (1969) was responsible 
for coining the concept of a 'social indicators movement' in the late 1960s, then Land and 
Michalos have appropriately renan1ed it the 'social indicators/quality of life/well-being' 
movement in recognition of its global and inclusive reach. 
The semantics of the key concepts associated with social indicators may initially have 
obscured the movement's existence. I recall that a contributor to a volume on social 
indicators to guide national policy (Hagerty eta!. 2002) joked he'd not been aware that he 
had been researching quality of life until he submitted his paper. He stated that he felt a bit 
like M. Jourdain, the bourgeois gentilhomme in Moliere's play, who only realized at age 
forty that he'd been speaking prose all his life (Kamen 2002, pp. 142, 143). 
According to Land and Michalos, two milestones in the trajectory of the social indi-
cators movement may have played a significant role in popularizing and revitalizing the 
social indicators movement in the new millennium: The Stiglitz et al. (2009) recommen-
dation that subjective well-being be included in national accounts (Michalos 2011; Noll 
2011), and the UN resolution that member countries measure happiness of their people to 
assist in guiding social policy (Helliwell et al. 2012, 2013). These developments may have 
helped to both legitimize and popularize the importance of what are often called 'soft' 
indicators of life satisfaction and happiness. 
Nonetheless, I was intrigued that, apart from a reference to the Journal of Happiness 
Studies, Land and Michalos make no further mention of 'happiness' as a popular concept 
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relating to quality of life. Over time, I have amassed a collection of press clippings of 
reports on happiness and quality-of-life studies in the 2000s. Many of these clippings have 
been supplied by weB-meaning friends and colleagues who are not quite sure that hap-
piness research should be taken seriously. The articles in my collection that feature 
'happiness' or 'happy' in their titles or sub-titles far outnumber, 7 to 1, the ones referring to 
quality of life or well-being. No doubt, there is a pleasant ring to the concept of happiness 
that captures the notion of subjective well-being in a single word (and saves on space in 
headlines}, and thus it probably sells more newspapers than 'quality of life'. 
We probably have Richard Easterlin (1995, 1973) to thank for adding happiness to the 
array of key concepts in social indicators/quality of life/well-being research. The title of his 
famous paper, 'Will raising the incomes of a11 increase the happiness of a11?', which 
alludes to the inalienable right to the pursuit of happiness in modern democracies, is among 
the most cited papers in the literature. In my collection of clippings, 'happiness' features on 
the cover or in special reports of the widely read The Economist ('Happiness [and how to 
measure it]', 2007) and Time magazine ('The New Science of Happiness', 2005; 'The 
Pursuit of Happiness', 2012 and 2013). Important here, from a Third World perspective, is 
that my collection also includes a substantial number of reports on happiness studies 
published in the South African media. 
4 Home-Grown African Social Indicators 
4.1 South African Social Indicators 
Land and Michalos observe that the Solomon et al. ( 1-980) guidelines for social indicators 
researchers published in 1980 are still relevant. They draw attention to the fact that con-
temporary social indicators researchers are most likely to be able to give examples for each 
item in the guidelines, which points to the fulfilment of many of the recommendations. 
Taking the example of South Africa, it is noteworthy that social indicators pioneers based 
in the America~ and Europe took to heart Item 7 in the guidelines, the prescription to 
stimulate research in regions lacking a social indicators tradition. By sharing their 
enthusiasm and expertise, many international pioneers have played an important role in 
popularising the tradition of social indicators further afield. South Africa has been one of 
the main beneficiaries.2 By the late 1990s we were able to repmt that the country had 
initiated its own social indicators movement that collected both objective and subjective 
social indicators to guide social policy (M!Illler 1995; M!llller and Dickow 2002; Schlemmer 
and M!llller 1997). Select examples fo11ow: 
l Prominent among the pioneers who promoted South African social indicators research in the 1990s and 
2000s is Alex Michalos, who toured South Africa in 1996 and again in 2004 to introduce local scholars to 
the field (acknowledged in the Festschrift in his honour, M111ller 2016, pp. 271, 272). Vogel (2013) of 
Statistics Sweden supponed a successful bid to enlist Statistics South Africa to measure select subjective 
indicators to compare with those of the Euromodule. In 2002, German pioneer Wolfgang Zapf (Glarzer 
2012) sent one of his young scholars, Denis Huschka, to work with us on the Euromodule project, which led 
to two publications in Social Indicators Research (Huschka and Mau 2005; M0ller 2007). In 2006, the 
International Society for Quality of Life Studies (ISQOLS) elected to hold its 7th conference at my 
university, which Denis Huschka and I hosted. In the 2010s, South African scholars have grearly benefited 
from funher collaboration with ISQOLS scholars. 
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4 .1.1 Objective socia 1 indica tors 
The tradition of objective social indicators is well developed in South Africa with Statistics 
South Africa~ as the major data collector. The Institute of Race Relations' South Africa 
Survey,4 published annually dating back to 1946, reviews mainly objective data trends on 
South Africa. A reflection of the increasing importance of social indicators for South 
Africa watchers is that the South Africa Surveys produced since the advent of democracy 
in 1994 are packed with numerical data. Earlier Surveys contained mainly descriptive 
reports and analysis, suggesting the paucity of reliable statistics available during the 
apartheid era. The Survey currently covers a wide range of quality-of-life domains 
including the economy, public finance, employment, income, infrastructure, education, 
health, social security, living conditions. communications, crime and security, and politics 
and government. The Survey and its monthly report, Fast Facts, provide commentary to 
interpret data trends for policy makers, something that Land and Michalos observe was 
lacking in some of the first social indicators reports in the 1960s. 
4.1.2 Subjective Social Indicators 
Regarding subjective indicators, the South African Social Attitudes Survey (SASAS)5 
coaducted annually by the Human Sciences Research Council since 2003 with a repre-
sentative sample of adults, covers public opinions on a wide range of issues that affect 
quality of life (Pillay et al. 2006; Roberts et al. 2010). The cross-sectional survey also 
track.<; the Personal WellBeing Index since 2009 and updates three decades of happiness 
and life satisfaction trends (M!IIller and Roberts 2014). 
4.1.3 Composite Social Indicators 
A number of composite indicators on social progress provide report cards with which 
citizens can hold political leaders and local administrators to account. An example is the 
Good Governance Africa index that ranks service delivery in South Africa's 234 munic-
ipalities shortly before local government elections (Van Onselen 2016).6 
4.1.4 Longitudinal Panel Study 
South Africa now boao;ts its first nationally representative household panel, the National 
Income Dynamics Study,7 that tracks the linkage between the changing face of poverty and 
well-being, in biennial surveys that include some 28,000 individuals in 7300 households 
countrywide. The study, conducted by the Southern Africa Labour Research Unit at the 
University of Cape Town since 2008, is into its fourth wave. 
3 http://www.statssa.gov.zal. 
4 htcp://irr.org.za/reports-and-publications/south-africa-survey (Accessed 9 February 2016). 
' http://www.hsrc.ac.za/en/departmentslsasas. 
6 http:/lbusinesstech.co.zalnewslgovemment/114770/the-best-and-worst-municipalities-in-south-africa-in-
2016/ (Accessed 15 March 2016). 
7 http://www.nid~.uct.ac.za. 
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4 .1.5 State of the Nation Reports 
Lastly, the Human Sciences Research Council's State of the Nation~ series, published since 
2003/4, provides in-depth and independent analysis of the national agenda, including topics 
of public interest related to social progress and national well-being. 
4.1.6 The Afrobarometer 
Although the global Social Indicators Movement celebrates its 50th year, most social 
indicators for African countries are still collected by proxy, owing to lack of local financial 
resources and capacity on the continent. An exception is the Afrobarometer, which is a 
home-grown initiative. 
The Afrobarometer survey (Mattes 2008), has increased its coverage of African 
countries from 12 in round 1 (1999-2001) to 36 in round 6 (2014-2015).9 The barometer 
allows people to identify key concerns in their lives and voice their satisfaction with levels 
of living, their economic situation and the direction in which their country is moving. 
Attitudes cover both the individual and national situation. The Afrobarometer serves as a 
rich source of data on the quality of democracy and governance. In the 201 Os, the Afro-
barometer has become a reliable source of information for academics and Africa watchers, 
and results are regularly reported in the African media. 
The Ibrahim Index of African Governance (TIAG), a further home-grown initiative, 
covers all 54 countries on the continent. The tenth iteration of the TIAG 2016 incorporates 
Afrobarometer public attitude sw-vey data for the first time. This addition means that just 
over 17% of IIAG's 95 indicators are now provided by African sources (Mo Ibrahim 
Foundation 2016, p. 9). 
5 New Agendas for Social Indicators in Africa 
In their agenda for future social indicators research, Land and Michalos discuss a number 
of omissions in past social indicators research and outline trajectories for future research. 
Many of their ideas will have resonance for African and Third World researchers. Here 1 
consider the importance of themes as they might relate to the need, in South Africa and 
sub-Saharan Africa, for social indicators to document rapid change and the emergence of a 
new social order, in considering our new age, new types of agency on the part of citizens. 
and new social divides that will impact on the quality of life in African society. 
5.1 Documenting Social Change in African Society 
' ... social changes tend to occur rather slowly.' (Ward 1989, p. 446) 
In contrast to this view expressed by Michael Ward, the World Bank's representative at the 
Symposium on 'Whatever Happened to Social Indicators?' in 1989, there have been 
substantial changes in the social and economic organization of contemporary societies, 
8 http://www.hsrc.ac.za/enlresearch-data/view/6301 (Accessed 4 March 2016). 
9 http://www.afrobarorneter.org. 
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compared to the mid-1960s launch period for the movement. Citing Young's (1958) 
utopian satire of a meritocratic society in the 2030s, Land and Michalos challenge 
researchers to take cognisance of the new social order in our age. 
Looking back, it is obvious that the first time-use researchers in the social indicators 
movement were intent on documenting the impact of the advent of television on everyday 
life and social institutions (see Szalai 1971). Contemporary researchers are confronted with 
a similar challenge to document quality of life in the digitized/social-media age. 
Young's (1958) satire points to the possibility of new social divides that may supersede 
those prevalent during the social indicators launch period in the 1960s. As the visionary for 
the Open University, Young identifies education rather than heritage at birth as the route to 
social advancement on merit. It is possible that an age of meritocracy may have less appeal 
in contemporary sub-Saharan Africa where rent-seeking, cronyism, and nepotism have 
created an economic elite whose members claim it is their turn to eat (see Meredith 2011; 
Mills 2014; Wonga 2010). However, it is also conceivable that the youth of the region may 
share some of Young's ideas. South of the Sahara, education is seen as a passpon to jobs 
and a chance to get out of poverty. 
The 'Africa Rising' (e.g. The Economist 2011; Hofmeyr 2013) narrative projects a 
'youth dividend'. A cohort of educated, resourceful, and skilled youth represents the future 
African middle class poised to drive the prosperity of the continent. Indeed, the continent 
has leapfrogged past technological advances to embrace the digital age, which may well 
belong to the educated youth, as in Young's satire. While the majority of the African 
population is still poorly educated, there are also young entrepreneurs who are busy 
launching start-ups in Kenya, working on artificial intelligence in Ethiopia, and producing 
drones in South Africa to be used in anti-poaching initiatives, to monitor cattle theft, or to 
protect infra~tructure susceptible to vandalism. 10 
5.2 New Demographics for African Social Indicators 
Land and Michalos suggest social rl!searchers may need to look beyond conventional 
demographics to better understand the new social values and goals of individuals in our 
age. When discussing the World Values Survey, they note that values boil down to two 
dimensions, traditional versus secular/rational, and survival versus emancipation. Their 
point is taken. Indeed, conventional demographics may be less predictive of well-being and 
ill-being in Africa in the globalized age. Although traditional values, such as African 
humanism, continue to play an important role in many domains of life, values in post-
independence sub-Saharan Africa are shifting towards secular and emancipation ones, 
especially in urban areas and among the educated youth. It will therefore be important to 
better understand how young people's aspirations and life goals influence their choice of 
reference standards, which, in tum, affect their quality-of-life assessments (see Michalos 
1985). 
5.3 Agency in Third World Settings 
The social indicators movement, at age fifty, may still be a work in progress according to 
Land and Michalos. Referring back to the relevance of the Solomon et al. ( 1980) guidelines 
10 Referring to reports in Business Day, Johannesburg, in 2016: 'Cellphone tech sparks innovation in 
Africa', 9 February, p. 15; 'Ethiopia quietly makes strides in robotics to improve lives', 16 February, p. 15; 
'Local drone made to cope with African terrain', 16 February, p. 16. 
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government that 'is trying to do too much and failing' to solve their problems for them. 
Thus the new norm often becomes 'anti-social' agency. 
The generational inequalities that have fuelled these youth protests highlight not only 
the problems of providing free education for youth but also of youth unemployment. The 
Arab Spring of 2011 saw the uprising of North African youth who were educated but 
without jobs and political power. Sub-Saharan youth are also questioning the policies set 
by political leaders who are out of touch with their ambitions for economic oppmtunities. 
In 2015. the average age of sub-Saharan people was 19 years. compared to 78 years for the 
ten oldest sitting presidents on the continent (Mazibuko 20 16). 
What will become of the newly educated youth if they do not find the jobs that are part 
of the Africa Rising narrative? Will Africa's youth seek greener pastures elsewhere? Will 
they fall prey to recruitment by militant jihadist groups? Or will they join the old rent-
seeking class that relies on the largesse of those in power? 
The alternative question. which Land and Michalos raise. is what will become of 
Africa's new educated middle-class if their jobs are taken over by robots. the scenario the 
authors envisage for the increasingly digitized-computerized-roboticized world. Will 
educated African youth find prestige and fulfilment in alternative Jess material occupations. 
such as the glass bead game in Hermann Hesse's 1943 novel? 11 Or will this emergent 
African middle class adjust its consumer behaviour in line with Jackson's (2009) vision of 
prosperity without growth? And what will become of those left behind in an urbanized, 
meritocratic. and roboticized society when rural livelihoods are eroded by climate change? 
Such questions may preoccupy future social indicators and quality-of-life researchers in 
Africa. 
6 Conclusion: Happy Birthday Social Indicators Movement! 
In their historical review of the Social Indicators Movement since the 1960s, Kenneth Land 
and Alex Michalos have demonstrated that many of the movement's promises have been 
fulfilled. With this knowledge of our past history, we should be better equipped and more 
confident to take up the agenda they outline for the 'social indicators/quality of life/well-
being' movement of the twenty-first century. Our task. they recommend. will be to doc-
ument quality of life through social indicators in a much more 'globalized world and 
increasingly digitized-computerized-roboticized world'. Elements of this fast-paced new 
age have reached almost every corner of the planet, even the remotest areas in Africa. Ken 
and Alex have certainly whet our appetite to explore this uncharted territory. 
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